Widest escape channels
Given a source node in the network, we can compute all the widest channels leading to the boundary nodes using a depth first search traversal. Multiple escape channels with maximum width may exist. We choose the shortest among them as the widest escape channel. These widest escape channels are an alternative means of computing channels leading to active sites.
Widest channel tree
The maximum spanning tree of the channel network is called the widest channel tree (forest) of the molecule. This tree also provides a better overview of the channel structures in the molecule compared to the original channel network, as can be observed by comparing Figures 2(b) and (c). The tree can be further pruned to the widest channels between only the important boundary nodes B imp . This pruned tree is shown in Figure 2(d) . The reduced tree provides a good overview of the channels in the molecule and its computation is efficient.
Shortest and widest channels
The widest channels computed as described above may result in long winding channels. With further processing, we can find channels that have the same bottleneck width as the widest channel but are shorter in length. We first compute the maximum bottleneck width w max using the maximum spanning tree. Then the original channel network is pruned based on w max , where all the edges with width less than w max are deleted. Let P N = (N, E) be the original channel network. The pruned channel network P N is computed as P N = (N, E = {e|e ∈ E and width(e) ≥ w max }) Now, the cost of each edge in P N is set to be equal to its length. The shortest path between two nodes in P N is computed using Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm. This shortest path is guaranteed to have the maximum bottleneck width.
